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We show several results concerning the finite groups that occur as Galois groups
of unramified covers of projective curves in characteristic p. In particular, we prove
that every finite group with g generators occurs over some curve of genus g. This
implies, for example, that every finite simple group occurs in genus 2. By similar
methods, we obtain several other families of groups which occur in genus 2. In
addition, we show that if a group G occurs over some curve of genus g, then it
must occur over ``almost all'' curves of genus g or greater. The results are obtained
using formal patching. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
This paper contains several results concerning the fundamental group of
projective curves over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p. Al-
though the fundamental group is known in characteristic 0, and in charac-
teristic p for genus 0 and 1, little has been known for genus G 2 in
characteristic p. Here, we determine large classes of groups that are
quotients of p of curves of genus g in characteristic p, using the1
 .technique of formal patching. See Section 3 and Propositions 5.5, 5.6.
Moreover, each such group occurs over a generic curve of genus g, though
 .not necessarily over all curves of genus g. See Section 4.
More specifically, given a curve C over an algebraically closed field k,
 .let p C be the set of isomorphism classes of finite groups occurring asA
Galois groups of unramified Galois covers of C. Recall that this is equal to
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Since the same set of finite groups can form more than one inverse system,
p does not in general determine p . But in the case of projective curves,A 1
p does indeed determine p ; cf. the discussion below.A 1
In the case where k is the complex numbers C, the set p is wellA
understood for both affine and projective curves. Namely, for non-negative
integers g and r, let F be the group generated by elements a , . . . , a ,g, r 1 g
g w x rb , . . . , b , c , . . . , c subject to the single relation  a , b  c s 1,1 g 1 r js1 j j is1 i
w x y1 y1where a, b denotes the commutator aba b . Then for a complex
 .projective curve X or equivalently Riemann surface of genus g and for
 4distinct closed points t , t , . . . , t on X, the group F may be identified1 2 r g, r
 4with the topological fundamental group of X y t , t , . . . , t . This is1 2 r
done by letting a and b correspond to loops around the jth ``hole,'' andj j
c correspond to a loop around t . With this identification, we get ai i
 .complete description of p and even p for complex curves. Specifically,A 1
  4.G lies in p X y t , t , . . . , t if and only if G is a finite quotient ofA 1 2 r
F . Moreover, for any algebraically closed field of characteristic 0,g, r
w xGrothendieck showed that the same result holds Gr, XIII, Cor. 2.12 .
In characteristic p / 0 the situation is quite different. For example,
while the complex affine line is simply connected, the affine line over a
field k of characteristic p / 0 is not. In particular, the Artin]Schreier
 p . 1equations e.g., y y y s x induce non-trivial covers of P which havek
Galois group ZrpZ and are ramified only at infinity. Thus there are
 1  4.  4groups contained in p P y t which are not quotients of F s e .A k 1 0, 1
w xAbhyankar, in his 1957 paper Ab , found many examples of groups lying in
 1  4.p P y t , t , . . . , t . From these, he conjectured that given a smoothA k 1 2 r
connected projective k-curve X of genus g, a finite group G lies in
  4.p X y t , t , . . . , t if and only if every prime-to-p quotient of G is aA 1 2 r
quotient of F . The forward implication was shown by Grothendieck ing, r
w xGr, XIII, Cor. 2.12 , and recently the converse was proven by Harbater in
w x Ha2 . Harbater's proof uses formal patching which is related to rigid
. w xanalysis and relies on Raynaud's proof Ra of the conjecture in the case
where X s P1 and r s 1. From Abhyankar's conjecture we deduce twok
  4.important facts about affine curves: First, that p X y t , t , . . . , tA 1 2 r
depends only on the number 2 g q r, where g is genus of X and r ) 0;
and second, that p of an affine k-curve strictly contains p of theA A
``analogous complex curve.'' However, Abhyankar's conjecture does not
give us p of affine curves. For example, an elliptic curve with one point1
removed has the same p as a projective curve with three points removed;A
 whowever, their p 's are different for this and other such examples see Bo,1
x.Ha3 . In fact, recent work of Tamagawa shows that for a k-curve U, the
 .group p U determines the genus and ``p-rank'' of the projective comple-1
tion X of U, as well as the number of points in X y U, whereas these are
not determined by p .A
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In this paper we consider unramified Galois covers of projecti¨ e k-curves.
 1.For such curves, p is only known in genus zero P and genus oneA k
 .  1.elliptic curves . Recall that p P is trivial and p of an elliptic k-curveA k A
 . X depends on the curve. Specifically, if X is ordinary then p X s ZrA
 . 4  .n = Zrm : m, n g Z , p, n s 1 , where a, b denotes the greatest com-q
 . mon divisor of a and b, and if it is supersingular then p X s Zrn =A
 .  . 4  .Zrm : m, n g Z , p, m s p, n s 1 . Notice that in either case, p Xq A
is contained in p of any complex elliptic curve, and that this inclusion isA
the opposite of the one arising in the situation of affine curves of any
. w xgenus . In fact, Grothendieck showed in Gr, XIII, Cor. 2.12 that this
containment holds for p of projective k-curves C of all possible genera,A
and that the containment is always strict if g ) 0. The strictness here
.holds because the p-rank of p is less than or equal to g. This implies1
 .that p C is a quotient of p of the ``analogous complex curve'' and1 1
hence is finitely generated. Since finitely generated profinite groups are
w xdetermined by their continuous finite quotients FJ, Prop. 15.4 , we see
that for projective curves p determines p .A 1
 .Known results about p C for C projective and of genus g include theA
following:
 . w x  .1 Gr, XIII, Cor. 2.12 If G g p C then G is in p of a complexA A
 .curve of genus g the latter p being known explicitly . The converse alsoA
holds if G has order prime-to-p.
 .  .2 A p-group G cannot lie in p C if its p-rank is greater than g. AA
given p-group G of rank g will lie in p of a generic curve of genus g.A
This follows by combining results about the Hasse]Witt invariant with the
.Burnside Basis Theorem.
 . w x  .  .3 Na1 cf. Theorem 3.12 below For G to lie in p C , it isA
necessary that G satisfy a certain condition concerning generators of
group rings although it is unknown whether this condition is a conse-
 .  . .quence of 1 and 2 above .
But for groups G that are neither of order prime-to-p nor a power of p,
the above do not necessarily provide a condition that is sufficient to imply
that G is in p of a curve of genus g.A
The purpose of this paper is to provide conditions for G to lie in p of aA
curve of genus g. For example, we show that every finite group lies in pA
 .of some projective k-curve X Corollary 3.7 below , and that in fact X may
be chosen with its genus bounded by the number of generators of the
group. Using the classification theorem of finite simple groups, this implies
that any finite simple group lies in p of some smooth projective k-curveA
 .of genus 2 Corollary 3.6 below . The drawback to the above results is that
for a given group we find one curve X of genus g for which G lies in
 .p X . However, in Section 4 we show that this in fact implies that G liesA
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in p of almost all curves of genus g. Specifically, if G lies in p of someA A
projective curve of genus g, then there exists a non-empty open subset V
in the moduli space of curves of genus g such that G lies in p of anyA
 .curve corresponding to a point in V Proposition 4.2 below . With this
result we show that if G lies in p of a curve of genus g then for allA
g9 ) g, the group G lies in p of almost all curves of genus g9 CorollaryA
.3.9 and Proposition 4.2 below .
The main results of the paper, Theorems 3.1 and 5.4, construct G-Galois
covers of projective k-curves of genus g by pasting together tamely
ramified Galois covers of k-curves of lower genus in such a way that the
ramification cancels. By induction, and Theorem 3.1 applied to unramified
covers, we get Theorem 3.3, from which the above results follow. Theorem
5.4 allows us to use pasting arguments more complicated than those used
in Section 3. In this way we obtain, for example, concrete descriptions of
many groups which occur in p of projective k-curves of genus 2. SeeA
.Propositions 5.5 and 5.6 for a sample. The proofs of all these results use
formal patching and are similar to the methods used by Harbater to prove
the Abhyankar conjecture. For a description of the use of formal patching
 .and rigid analysis in Galois theory see the forthcoming books of Volklein
w x w xV and Malle and Matzat MM , as well as recent papers on the subject by
w x w xFried and Volklein FV and Haran and Volklein HV .
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 1 gives the necessary
background. Section 2 gives various formal patching and deformation
results; these can be viewed as corresponding to results in rigid analysis.
Section 3 proves the main results and their corollaries using the prelimi-
nary work in Section 2. Section 4 proves the above result about open sets
in the moduli space of curves of genus g. Finally, Section 5 gives some
generalizations of the results in Section 3. This paper is adapted from the
author's 1994 University of Pennsylvania Ph.D. thesis.
Many of the results in this paper also follow work done simultaneously
w xby Mohamed Saidi in his 1994 Ph.D. thesis Sa . In his thesis M. Saidi uses
rigid geometry instead of formal patching.
1. BACKGROUND
This section summarizes the necessary formal patching results and
explains how they are applied. We begin by building the deformation,
Äconsisting of a scheme X that is proper over a complete local ring D, with
closed fibre X. This construction can be thought of as a ``very small''
Ä. wdeformation of X. Given X, Grothendieck's Existence Theorem Gr,
xXIII, Cor. 2.12 says that there exists an equivalence of categories between
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Äthe category of coherent sheaves on X, and the category of formal
coherent sheaves on X. The result allows patching on covers which are
defined over deformations of affine opens of X. However, here we will
need a generalization of Grothendieck's result by Harbater which, loosely
speaking, allows us to replace one of these affine opens of X by the
 w x.spectrum of the complete local ring at a closed point on X cf. Ha1 . The
gluing here is done by ``patching'' the corresponding modules.
 .For any ring R, let M R denote the category of finitely presented
 .  .  .R-modules, and let F R and P R denote the subcategory of M R
consisting of free and projective R-modules, respectively. Given categories
A, B, C and functors A ª C and B ª C , let A = B denote the cate-C
 .gory of triples a, b, c of objects in A, B, C together with isomorphisms
between c and the images of a and of b in C. Let D be a ring; then for
D-algebras A, B, and C define the base change functor
M D ª M A = M B .  .  .M C .
by
M ¬ M m A , M m B , M m C . .D D D
 .Given a quadruple A, B, C, D of domains, we say that it satisfies the
 w x.patching property for modules cf. Ha1 if the base change functor is an
 .equivalence of categories whose inverse up to equivalence of functors is
given by the fiber product of modules
M , M , M ¬ M = M . .A B C A M BC
Similarly it satisfies the patching property for free modules resp. for
.projecti¨ e modules if the corresponding assertion holds with M replaced
 .by F resp. by P .
 .We can also define analogous categories for any scheme X. Let P X
  ..resp. AP X denote the category of coherent sheaves of projec-
 .  .tive O -modules resp. projective O -algebras . Also, let S P X denoteX X
 .the subcategory of AP X consisting of sheaves which are generically
separable.
We will need only one case from the main formal patching result in
w xHa1 . In order to state it, we introduce some notation which will be used
throughout this paper. If X is a normal scheme and j is a point of X,
Ã Ãthen let K be the total ring of fractions of the complete local ring O .X , j X , j
Given another scheme Y, a morphism Y ª X which is finite and generi-
 w x.cally separable cf. Ha, 2 will be called a co¨er. If the cover Y ª X is
 .etale and if G ; Aut YrX is a finite group acting simply transitively on aÂ
geometric fibre, then Y ª X together with this action will be called a
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 .G-Galois co¨er. Now, for any finite group G let G P X be the subcate-
 .gory of S P X consisting of G-Galois sheaves. Let k be an algebraically
closed field.
w  .xTHEOREM 1.1 Ha1, Thm. 1 3 . Let X be an irreducible regular projecti¨ e
 .cur¨ e o¨er a field k, ha¨ing function field K X . Let j be a closed point of X,
 .  4and let Spec S s X y j . Then the base change functors
ÃP X ª P X = P O .  . Ã  /P  K . X , jX , j
Ãw x w x w xP X = Spec k t ª P S t = P O t .  . . Ã  /k P  K ww t xx. X , jX , j
are equi¨ alences of categories. Moreo¨er, the result remains true if P is
 .replaced by AP, S P, or G P for any finite group G .
Since we will be looking at projective modules, the following lemma
gives a condition for flatness, which implies projectivity in our situation.
LEMMA 1.2. Let R ; S be noetherian rings of dimension 2. Suppose that
R is regular and that S is normal, finitely generated R-module. Then S is flat
o¨er R.
Proof. Let m be a maximal ideal of R, and take A to be the localiza-
tion of R at m. Then, A is a noetherian local ring. Let B s S m A. SinceR
S is dimension 2 and normal, so is B, and hence B is Cohen]Macauley. By
w x  .Ma, Thm 18.H, p. 140; AB, p. 113, Ex. 4 , B is a flat in fact free
A-module, and this implies that S is a flat R-module.
In addition to needing Theorem 1.1, we will also need a more special-
w xized formal patching result Ha2, Prop. 2.3 that relies on Theorem 1.1.
Roughly, it is the following: Let G be a finite group generated by
subgroups G and G , and let W ª X be connected G -Galois possibly1 2 i i i
.branched covers of k-curves for i s 1, 2. By taking a disjoint union of
copies of W , we obtain disconnected G-Galois covers of the X fori i
i s 1, 2. These covers are then deformed to get disconnected G-Galois
ww xxcovers of curves over k t . The result shows that given some ``patching
data'' for these deformations, there is an irreducible G-Galois cover
ww xxdefined over k t , whose closed fibre is a union of the original discon-
nected G-Galois covers which we deformed.
To understand the precise statement of the result we must recall the
definition of induced covers. If H is a subgroup of a finite group G, and
Z ª Y is an H-Galois cover, then there is an induced G-Galois cover
G  .Ind Z ª Y which is the disjoint union of G : H copies of Z, indexed byH
the left cosets of H in G. The stabilizer of the identity copy is H ; G, and
the stabilizers of the other copies are the conjugates of H in G.
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w x U ww xxAs in Ha3 , let T be an irreducible k t -scheme of relative dimension
1, whose closed fibre is a union of two smooth irreducible curves X and1
X . Because this result relies on Theorem 1.1, which only holds for smooth2
curves, we assume the existence of a smooth projective curve L and a flat
U U  ww xx. ww xx Xcovering f : T ª L = Spec k t over k t . For i s 1, 2 let X s Xk i i
XU ÃXU 4  .  ww xx.y t s Spec R for some ring R . Let X s Spec R t and X si i i i i
Ã ww xx.Spec K t , where t is the unique common point of X and X .X 1 2i, t
Consider a finite group G, together with subgroups G , G , and I that1 2
together generate G. For i s 1, 2 let W XU ª X XU be an irreducible normali i
Ã XU XU ÃXUUXG -Galois cover, and let W be an irreducible component of W = Xi i i X ii
Ã XU ÃXU ÃU Ã .  .Usuch that I s Gal W rX is contained in I. Also, let T s Spec Oi i i t T , t
ÃU ÃUand let N ª T be an irreducible normal I-Galois cover, together witht
ÃU ÃXU I Ã XU ÃXU .Uan isomorphisms N = X ª Ind W of I-Galois covers of X , forÃT i I i it i
i s 1, 2.
w xPROPOSITION 1.3 Ha3, Prop. 2.1, or Ha2, Prop. 2.3 . In the abo¨e
situation, there is an irreducible normal G-Galois co¨er V U ª TU such that
U XU G  XU . XUUV = X ( Ind W as G-Galois co¨ers of X for i s 1, 2, andT i G i ii
U ÃU G ÃU ÃUUV = T ( Ind N as G-Galois co¨ers of T .T t I t
We will use this result in Section 2 to build an unramified connected
G-Galois cover of a curve of genus g by deforming G -Galois covers ofi
curves of lower genus. In Section 5, we generalize Proposition 1.3 to allow
the closed fibre to have more than one double point. This gives us more
flexibility in the construction of Galois covers.
2. FORMAL PATCHING RESULTS
In this section we prove some variants and applications of formal
w xpatching results in Ha1, Ha2 . These results provide the deformation and
patching methods needed to build G-Galois covers in Sections 3, 4, and 5.
Most of the patching arguments in this paper follow a similar pattern.
We start with a degenerate curve T , consisting of a union of two projective
k-curves crossing transversely at a point. Taking g to be the arithmetic
genus of T , Lemma 2.3 deforms T to obtain TU which is irreducible and
projective of genus g. In Proposition 2.4, Galois covers of the components
of the degenerate curve T are first pasted together and then deformed in
order to construct a G-Galois cover of TU. At this point, TU and its cover
ww xxare curves over k t , so in Proposition 2.5 we globalize the construction to
obtain a family of covers parameterized by an actual k-variety of finite
w xtype over k t . In this way it is possible to choose a non-degenerate
member of the family which will be a G-Galois cover of a smooth
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connected projective k-curve of genus g. These results roughly correspond
to the steps needed to prove the main result, Theorem 3.1, as well as its
generalizations in Section 5.
As a preliminary step, in Lemma 2.1 we use Theorem 1.1 to construct a
ww xxk t -curve by patching together local deformations of a degenerate k-
 .curve. As discussed in Section 1, Harbater's equivalence Theorem 1.1
holds only for smooth curves, so we must first map our degenerate curve
down to a projective k-line and then build its deformation locally over
1  ww xx.P = Spec k t .k k
Throughout this paper we will let L denote the projective k-line and
U  ww xx.identify L with its image in L s L = Spec k t , via the inclusionk
U  .  ..L ª L induced by the natural ring morphism . Also, we let K s k t .
LEMMA 2.1. Let f : T ª L be a connected co¨er. Pick a closed point l in
Ã Ã Ã .  ww xx.L, and let L9 s L y l, L s Spec O s Spec k x , and L9 sL, l
Ã .   ...  .Spec K s Spec k x where x is a local uniformizer on L at l . LetL, l
Ã Ã Ãf9: T 0 ª L9 and f : T ª L be the pullbacks of f : T ª L ¨ia the morphisms
Ã U ÃU ww xx.L9 ª L and L ª L, respecti¨ ely, and let L9 s Spec O t , L sL9
Ã Ã U Ã U U U ww xx.  ww xx.Spec O t , and L9 s Spec K t . Suppose that f9 : T 0 ª L9L, l L, l
ÃU ÃU ÃUand f : T ª L are flat co¨ers for which the closed fibers are isomorphic to
Ã Ã Ã Ã U .f9: T 0 ª L9 and f : T ª L respecti¨ ely and the pullbacks o¨er L9 are
ww xx Ueach etale. Then there exists a projecti¨ e k t -cur¨ e T and a co¨eringÂ
morphism fU : TU ª LU , such that TU = U L9U ( T 0 U as a co¨er of L9U andL
U ÃU ÃU ÃU UUT = L ( T as a co¨er of L ; and the closed fibre of f is isomorphicL
to f : T ª L.
Proof. The cover f is a flat, hence projective, morphism. Since it is also
 .  .generically separable, the pair T , f defines an object in S P L , so by
 .  .Theorem 1.1, it induces via base change O g S P O and O gÃT 9 L9 T
Ã Ã .S P O along with an isomorphism u : O m K ª O m K .Ã ÃL T 0 O L, l T O L, lÃL9 LU ÃUConsider the covers f9 and f . These are flat by hypothesis, and
 .U U Uconsequently O and O are flat hence projective algebras over OÃT 9 T L9
U ÃUUand O , respectively. Then because f9 and f are generically separable,ÃL
 .  .U U U UO and O define objects in S P O and S P O , respectively.Ã ÃT 9 T L9 L
Moreover, the closed fibre of f9U : T 0 U ª L9U is isomorphic to f9:
ÃT 0 ª L9, so there is an isomorphism of K -algebrasL, l
Ã ÃU w xa : O m K t mod t ª O m K . /U /1 T 0 O L , l T 0 O L , lL9 L9
ÃU ÃSimilarly, from the definition of f , there is an isomorphism of K -L, l
algebras
Ã ÃU w xa : O m K t mod t ª O m K .Ã Ã /U /2 T O L , l T O L , lÃ ÃL L
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Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã U Ã UUBy hypothesis the covers T 9 = L9 ª L9, T = L9 ª L9, T 9 = L9ÃL9 L L9
Ã U ÃU Ã U Ã U Ã U .Uª L9 , and T = L9 ª L9 are etale. Consider the category Et L9ÂÃL
Ã U Ã Ã .of etale covers of L9 and the category Et L9 of etale covers of L9. ThereÂ Â
is a natural functor between them defined by restricting to the closed fiber
Ã U . w xof the cover in Et L9 . By Gr, I, Cor. 8.4 , this is an equivalence of
categories, so it must take homomorphisms to homomorphisms. In particu-
lar, it must take isomorphisms to isomorphisms. Therefore, the isomor-
Ã Ã  .phism u : O m K ª O m K induced above from f : T ª L isÃT 0 O L, l T O L, lÃL9 L
also induced by a unique isomorphism
U Ã ÃU Uw x w xu : O m K t ª O m K t .ÃU UT 0 O L , l T O L , lL9 L
With the isomorphism u U , the triple
ÃU U UO , O , KÃ T 0 T T , h / /y1 .hgf l
defines an object in
S P O U = S P O U . .  .ÃUL9 S P O . LÃL9
By Theorem 1.1 applied to LU , the above triple combined with the
isomorphism u U induces a covering fU : TU ª LU such that TU = U L9UL
U U U ÃU ÃU ÃUU( T 0 as a cover of L9 and T = L ( T , as a cover of L .L
U  .Notice that the closed fibre of f gives an object in A in S P L . We
 .claim that A corresponds to the element S P L induced by f : T ª L.
This is because the base change functor in Theorem 1.1 commutes with
U .  .the functor S P L ª S P L defined by restriction.
The above lemma allows us to patch deformed covers when we know the
patching on the closed fibre. Next we prove a technical lemma which
determines the genus of the deformed curves constructed in Lemma 2.3.
 .We will denote the arithmetic genus of a curve X by p X and theA
 .  . i i .Euler characteristic of sheaf F on X by x F s  y1 dim H X, F . Ifk
 .  .F s O then we write x X s x O .X X
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that T is a connected reduced k-cur¨ e with irre-
ducible components X , . . . , X . Assume also that the singular locus F of T1 r
 .contains at most double points, and let n s a X l X for i / j. Theni j i j
 .  r  ..  .p T s  p X q  n y r q 1.A is1 A i i- j i j
Ä ÄProof. Let T be the normalization of T , and let f : T ª T be the
Äassociated birational morphism. Similarly, let X be the normalization ofi
ÄX for i s 1, 2, . . . , r. For any point t g T , denote by O the integrali t
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closure of O . Then, the morphism f induces an exact sequence of sheavest
Äon T , 0 ª O ª f#O ª  O rO ª 0, which yields the equalityÄT T t g T t t
Äx f#O s x O q x O rO . 1 .  . .Ä T T t t /
tgT
ÄAs f : T ª T is an affine morphism of noetherian separated schemes,
i Ä i Ä .  . w x  .  .H T , O s H T , f#O Ht, III, Ex. 4.1 . Thus, x f#O s x T .Ä Ä ÄT T T
Ä Ä ÄMoreover, the scheme T is isomorphic to the disjoint union of X , . . . , X ,1 r
Ä r Ä Ä .  .  .so x T s  x X . To compute x  O rO , we let d denote theis1 i t g T t t t
Ä 0 Ä .length of O rO , so that dim H T , O rO s d . Since the support oft t k t t t
Ä Ä 0 Ä Ä .  .  .each O rO is a point, x O rO s dim H T , O rO , so x  O rOt t t t k t t t g T t t
Ä .s  x O rO s  d . If t lies in T y F, then T is smooth at t , sot g T t t t g T t
d s 0. On the other hand, if t g F then T has a normal crossing at t sot
w xd s 1 Ht, IV, Ex. 1.8 . Therefore,  d s aF. For i s 1, 2, . . . , r, lett t g T t
F be the singular locus of X and let n s aF . Then we have F si i i i i
 . rD X l X j D F , which implies that aF s  n . Therefore,i- j i j is1 i iF j i j
r Ä .  .  . d s  n . Rewriting 1 , we get x T s  x X y  n . Sincet g T t iF j i j i i iF j i j
 .  .p X s 1 y x X for any curve X, this impliesA
r
Ä1 y p T s 1 y p X y n .  .  /A A i i j
is1 iFj
r
Äs r y p X q n y n . 2 . .  /A i i i i j
is1 i-j
 .Each component X of T is an irreducible k-curve, so again, x X si i
Ä Ä .  .  .x X y  d . From this we get p X s p X q  d . Sincei t g X t A i A i t g X ti i
every point t g F is a node on X , d s 1 as above, so  d s n .i i t t g X t i iiÄ .  .  .  .Therefore p X s p X q n . Substituting this into 2 yields p T sA i A i i i A
r  .. p X y r q 1 q  n , as desired.i A i i- j i j
Next, in Lemma 2.3, we construct a degenerate k-curve T of genus g
from two smooth k-curves of lower genus. Then, we deform T to get a
smooth K-curve of genus g. The construction and local deformation of T
are concrete, and the patching uses Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. As stated in the
introduction to this section, Lemma 2.3 corresponds to the first part of the
 .proof of the main result Theorem 3.1 .
LEMMA 2.3. Let L be the projecti¨ e y-line o¨er k, let n be a positi¨ e
integer, and let X and X be smooth connected projecti¨ e k-cur¨ es of genus1 2
g and g , respecti¨ ely. For i s 1, 2, suppose that f : X ª L is a co¨ering1 2 i i
morphism, with branch locus B , and suppose l is a closed point in L yi
 . y1 .B j B with local parameter x. Choose t g f l and identify L with its1 2 i i
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U  ww xx.  U .image in L s L = Spec k t via the inclusion L ª L . Then therek
ww xx U U U Uexists a normal projecti¨ e k t -cur¨ e T , a co¨ering morphism f : T ª L ,
 U .y1 .and a point t g f l such that
 . U U Ua on the closed fibre f : T ª L of f : T ª L , the k-cur¨ e T is
isomorphic to a union of X and X , with t and t identified at a normal1 2 1 2
crossing t g T ;
 . ww xx Ub the k t -cur¨ e T is regular away from t , and there is an isomor-
Ã nww xx ww xx  .Uphism of k x, t -algebras between O and k x , x , t r x x y t ,T , t 1 2 1 2
where x q x s x;1 2
 . o o o  . U U Uc on the generic fibre f : T ª L s L = Spec K of f : T ª L ,k
the scheme T o is a regular irreducible projecti¨ e K-cur¨ e of genus g q g .1 2
Proof. We will proceed in three steps: Step 1 builds the closed fibre f :
T ª L; Step 2 deforms this cover locally and applies Lemma 2.1 to prove
 .  .  .a and b ; then, Step 3 proves c using Lemma 2.2.
ÃStep 1. Construction of the closed fibre T. Take x g O , to be a locali X , ti iU  .uniformizer at t on X such that f x s x . Let X s X = X , andi i i 1 2
Ã  4.  4 .T s X = t j t = X ; X. Then the complete local ring O (1 2 1 2 T , t
ww xx  .k x , x r x x . Identifying X with its image in T , the k-curve T is a1 2 1 2 i
union of X and X with t identified with t at a normal crossing t g T.1 2 1 2
 .The morphisms f define rational functions s on T with s g s 0 for alli i i
 .g g X j / i . Consider the rational function s s s q s . This restricts toj 1 2
a cover f : T ª L which takes t to the point l on L. If we let d denotei
the degree of f : X ª L, then f is a cover of degree d q d .i i 1 2
Now we explicitly describe the local patches of f which will be de-
Ã Ã 4  .  ww xx.formed in Step 2. Let L9 s L y l and L s Spec O s Spec k x .L, l
ÃPulling back f: T ª L over the inclusions L9 ª L and L ª L, we get
Ã Ã Ã y1  .covers f9: T 0 ª L9 and f : T ª L, respectively where T 0 s T y f l ,
Ã y1 Ã Ã .  ..and T is the disjoint union over h g f l of T s Spec O . Forh T , h
Ã  4f, if h / t , then there is a unique i g 1, 2 such that h g X , and thisi
Ã Ã Ã .implies that T s Spec O . Otherwise, h s t , and we get T sh X , h ti
Ã Ã ww xx  ..Spec k x , x r x x , where f restricted to T is defined by x q x s x.1 2 1 2 t 1 2
By hypothesis f and f are unramified at l for i s 1, 2, and thus the1 2
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãcover f9: T 0 = L9 ª L9 is etale and the cover f : T ª L is flat and etaleÂ ÂL9
away from t g T.
Step 2. Deformation of f : T ª L. We define the deformation of f :
T ª L locally over the patches described above in such a way that Lemma
2.1 applies.
U  ww xx. U UTo deform f9: T 0 ª L9, let L9 s Spec O t and define f9 : T 9L9
U U ª L9 to be the pullback of f9 via the morphism L9 ª L9 from the
. Unatural ring morphism . The new cover f9 is a trivial deformation of its
Ã U Ã ww xx.closed fibre f9, and as such is etale over L9 s Spec K t .Â L, l
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Ã Ã y1<  .To deform f, we first deform each f for h g f l , and then takeÃTh
 y1 .  4.their disjoint union. There are two cases: Either h g f l y t or
y1 ÃU ÃU ÃU Ã  .  4. <not. If h g f l y t , then let f : T ª L be the pullback of f ÃTh h h
ÃU Ã ÃU ÃU ÃUvia L ª L. Since the f 's are unramified over l and h / t , f : T ª Li h h
ÃU  ww xxis an etale cover. Otherwise, h s t , and we let T s Spec k x , x , t rÂ t 1 2
n ÃU ÃU ÃU ..x x y t . Define f : T ª L via x q x s x. The Jacobian criterion1 2 t t 1 2
ÃU ÃU ÃUshows that T is regular away from t . Thus, T is normal over L andt t
ÃU .hence by Lemma 1.2 flat. Moreover, the cover f is induced by thet
ww xx  . 2 nextension of k x, t by h z s z y xz q t , so ramification occurs over
ÃU 2 nthe locus B in L defined by the discriminant x y 4 t . Notice that in
ww xx  ..ww xx 2 nUO s K t s k x t the power series x y 4 t is invertible.ÃL9 L, l
Ã U ÃU Ã U Ã UUTherefore, B does not lie in L9 , so T = L9 ª L9 is an etale coverÂÃt L
Ã U ÃU y1 ÃU ÃU .of L9 . Let T be the disjoint union over h g f l of T 's, and let f :h
ÃU ÃU ÃU ÃUT ª L be the flat cover induced by the f 's. Since each f is etaleÂh h
Ã U ÃU Ã Uover L9 , the cover f is also etale over L9 .Â
ww xx UNow by Lemma 2.1 there exists a projective k t -curve T , a covering
U U U U U U U ÃU ÃUU Umorphism f : T ª L , such that T = L9 ( T 0 , T = L ( T ,L L
U U ÃU  .Uand T = L ( T as covers of L9 , L , and L, respectively. So, a isL
satisfied. To check where TU is regular, it is enough to look at T 0 U and
ÃU UT . The deformation T 0 is a trivial deformation of smooth curves so it is
ÃU  .regular. Moreover, we showed above that T is regular away from t , so b
ÃUis now satisfied. And, since T is regular away from t , we also have that
TU is normal. Thus by Lemma 1.2, TU defines a flat family over LU which
is regular on the generic fiber.
Step 3. The genus of T U . Let f o: T o ª Lo be the generic fiber of fU :
TU ª LU ; then T o is a connected K-curve because T is. Since T o is a
smooth cover of Lo ( P1 , it must be projective. It remains to show thatK
the genus of T o is g q g . The scheme TU is a flat family of curves, and1 2
w xhence the arithmetic genus is constant on the fibres Ht, III, Cor. 9.10 .
 .Therefore, it suffices to show that p T s g q g . This follows byA 1 2
 .applying Lemma 2.2 with r s 2 and a X l X s 1.1 2
Pick a compatible set of nth roots of unity z g k for all positiven
integers n prime to p. That is, take a set of nth roots of unity so that
z m s z for all positive integers n and m. Let t , t , . . . , t be distinctnm n 1 2 s
tclosed points on a smooth connected projective k-curve X. Let p X yA
 4.t , t , . . . , t be the set of finite groups G which occur as Galois groups1 2 s
 4of regular Galois covers of X, at most tamely ramified over t , t , . . . , t ,1 2 s
and etale off this set. Let Z ª X be such a cover and let n be theÂ i
ramification index of a point s over t for each i. Pick a uniformizer x ati i i
Ã nit on X, and take z g O to be a uniformizer at s such that z s x .i i Z, s i i ii
Then the canonical generator of the inertia group of s over t is thei i
element c of the inertia group which takes z to z z this is independenti i n ii
. t  4.of the choice of x and z . Now, given G g p X y t , t , . . . , t and ai i A 1 2 s
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corresponding G-Galois cover Z ª X, if for each i there is a point s ini
Z over t whose inertia group has canonical generator c , we say that Gi i
t  4.  .lies in p X y t , t , . . . , t with description c , c , . . . , c . Notice thatA 1 2 s 1 2 s
this description is determined up to conjugation of the individual c 'si
which corresponds to the choice of each point s over each t .i i
Recall from Section 1, that if H is a subgroup of a finite group G, and
Z ª Y is an H-Galois cover, then there is an induced G-Galois cover
G  .Ind Z ª Y which is the disjoint union of G : H copies of Z, indexed byH
the left cosets of H in G. The stabilizer of the identity copy is H ; G, and
the stabilizers of the other copies are the conjugates of H in G.
 .PROPOSITION 2.4. In the situation of Lemma 2.3, assume that p, n s 1,
and let G be a finite group with subgroups H and H which together generate1 2
t .  .G. Suppose that for i s 1, 2, H lies in p X y t , with description c ini A i i i
y1  . ww xx UH , such that c s c and ord c s n. Then o¨er the k t -cur¨ e T therei 1 2 i
exists a normal connected G-Galois co¨er c U : CU ª TU such that the generic
fibre c o: C o ª T o is an unramified connected G-Galois co¨er of the K-
cur¨ e T o.
Proof. By hypothesis, for i s 1, 2 there exist H -Galois covers c :i i
y1 .W ª X ramified only over t g X . Let v be a point in c t withi i i i i i i
inertia group canonically generated by c . Restricting c gives H -Galoisi i i
X X X  4 Xcovers c : W ª X s X y t , where X is identified with its image in Ti i i i i i
U XU ÃXU .the closed fibre of T from Lemma 2.3 . Let X and X be the formali i
U X ÃX Ã .   ...completions of T along X and X s Spec K s Spec k x , re-i i X , t ii i Ã X Ã .  .spectively x is a local parameter at t on X . Let W s Spec K .i i i i W , vi i
Ã n  .Take w g O to be a uniformizer so that w s x and c w s z w .i W , v i i i i n ii i
Ã X X Ã X XU X  ...Then W s Spec k w . Pulling back W and W by X ª Xi i i i i i
ÃXU ÃX XUand X ª X , respectively, we obtain H -Galois unramified covers c :i i i i
XU XU Ã XU ÃXU :W ª X and I s c -Galois covers W ª X .i i i i i
U U ww xx  n..ULet S s O ; here S s k x , x , t r x x y t . Now letÃT 1 2 1 2t
UÃ w xN s Spec k z , z , t r z z y t , . .1 2 1 2
ÃU ÃU ÃU nand define an I-Galois cover c : N ª T by setting z s x andt 1 1
n  :  .  . y1 .z s x and letting I s c act by c z s z z and c z s c z s2 2 1 1 1 n 1 1 2 2 2
y1 ÃXU :   ..ww xx.z z . Consider the I s c -Galois cover of X s Spec k x t given2n i i i
ÃXU ÃU ÃXU  .  .  .Uby N s N = X . Notice that for i, j s 1, 2 or 2, 1 ,Ãi T it
UX Uw x w xO s k z , z , t r z z y t m k x t .  . .ÃN 1 2 1 2 S ii
nw xs k x z , z , t r z z y t , z y x .  . .i 1 2 1 2 i i
t
w xs k z z , t r z y s k z t , .  . .  .i j j i /zi
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ÃXU ÃXU n :  .so the c -cover N ª X is defined via z s x and c z s z z .i i i i i i i n i
ÃXU Ã XUNow, sending z to w defines an isomorphism of I-covers N ª W .i i i i
 :  :By Proposition 1.3, applied with H s G , i s 1, 2, and I s c s c ,i i 1 2
there exists an irreducible normal G-Galois cover c U : CU ª TU , such that
U XU G XU XU U ÃUU UC = X ( Ind W as G-Galois covers of X , and C = T (T i H i i T tiG ÃU ÃUInd N as G-Galois covers of T .I
If c o: C o ª T o denotes the generic fibre, then C o is connected
because CU is irreducible. Since c X is unramified for i s 1, 2, the triviali
deformation c 9U is also unramified. Therefore, c U is ramified only on
G ÃU ÃU G ÃU ÃUInd N over T . The Jacobian criterion implies that Ind N ª T isI t I t
 .branched only at the point defined by x s x s t s 0 , which corre-1 2
ÃU o osponds to t on T . Thus the cover c is etale, and hence C is regularÂt
and projective because T o is. Consequently, c o: C o ª T o, is an irre-
ducible, unramified cover.
The following result globalizes our construction.
U  . ww xxPROPOSITION 2.5. Let T be a normal hence flat projecti¨ e k t -cur¨ e
U U U ww xx o o oand let c : C ª T be a G-Galois co¨er of k t -cur¨ es. Let c : C ª T
be its generic fibre and assume that C o is geometrically connected o¨er K, c o
is unramified, and T o is a regular, projecti¨ e K-cur¨ e of genus g. Then there
 . w xexist a k-¨ ariety E s Spec A , where A ; K and of finite type o¨er k t ; a flat
projecti¨ e E-cur¨ e T ; and a regular G-Galois co¨er c : C ª T , such thatE E E E
 .  . o  .a T = Spec K is isomorphic to T , and C = Spec K is isomor-E k E k
phic to C o as a G-Galois co¨er of T o;
 .b for e¨ery closed point e in E, the fibre c : C ª T is a connectede e e
unramified G-Galois co¨er of a smooth irreducible projecti¨ e k-cur¨ e of
genus g.
Proof. Since the connected normal G-Galois cover c U : CU ª TU is of
w x ww xxfinite presentation, it descends to a regular k t -algebra R ; k t of finite
w xtype over k t . That is, for some such algebra R there is an irreducible
normal flat projective R-scheme T and an irreducible normal projectiveR
R-scheme C , together with a G-Galois covering morphism C ª TR R R
U U U ww xx w y1 xwhich induces c : C ª T over k t . Moreover, if we let A s R t
 .  .  .and E s Spec A , then c : C s C = E ª T s T = E is a reg-E E R R E R R
 .  .ular hence flat , projective cover which satisfies a and has unramified
fibres.
U  .Since C induces C , the fibre of C over t s 0 is connected andR R
U w xgenerically smooth. Moreover C is normal. If we apply Ha1, Prop. 5 to
 .  .C ª Spec R , and let e be the point t s 0 , it follows that for allR
 . k-points e in a dense open subset of Spec R and hence in a dense open
 .  ..subset E9 of E s Spec R y t s 0 , the fibre C is geometrically irre-e
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 .ducible. We may assume that E9 is a basic open subset Spec B of E,
w y1 y1 x w y1 xwhere B s R t , f , for some non-zero f g R t .
It remains to show that each fibre T has genus g. The scheme T is ae E
flat projective algebraic family of k-curves parameterized by the variety E,
w xso by Ht, Cor. 9.3 , the Hilbert polynomial, and hence the arithmetic
 .genus, is constant on the fibres. Consider the fibre T = Spec K , whichE k
o o is isomorphic to T . Since T is a projective regular K-curve of geomet-
.ric genus g, its arithmetic genus is also g. Thus, the arithmetic genus of
 .the fibre T = Spec K is g, which implies that the arithmetic genus ofE k
every fibre of T is g. The fibres T are smooth and projective, so in factE e
their geometric genus is g.
3. CONSTRUCTION OF GALOIS COVERS
The goal of this section is to prove that certain classes of groups are
Galois groups over projective k-curves of genus g. This is done by using
the results of Section 2 to construct Galois covers of certain projective
curves of genus g. In the next section, we show that each of these groups
must therefore also arise as Galois groups over generic curves of genus g.
We begin with tamely ramified Galois covers of two k-curves of genus
 .g and g where g q g s g . In Theorem 3.1, these covers are patched1 2 1 2
together in such a way that the ramification cancels. This can be inter-
preted as an analog to Van Kampen's theorem. Using this result and
generalizations of it, we gain some insight into which groups occur in the
set p of a curve of genus g. For example, Corollary 3.2 implies that whenA
g s 2 there are groups generated by a minimum of three elements, which
  . .occur in p see Remark 1 below . This is compatible with Grothendieck'sA
result, which shows that any group occurring in p of a curve of genus gA
must be generated by 2 g generators subject to the commutator relation
w xGr, XIII, Cor. 2.12 . Also, Corollary 3.5 shows that every finite group with
g generators occurs in p of some curve of genus g.A
 .Notation. Let p g denote the set of groups G for which there existsA
 .a smooth connected projective k-curve X of genus g with G g p X .A
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a finite group, let H and H be subgroups which1 2
together generate G, and let g and g be positi¨ e integers. Suppose that for1 2
i s 1, 2, there exists a smooth connected projecti¨ e k-cur¨ e X of genus gi i
t  4.  . y1such that H lies in p X y t with description c , where c s c in G.i A i i i 1 2
 .Then G lies in p g q g .A 1 2
Proof. Let L be the projective k-line. There exists a branched cover f :i
X ª L, for i s 1, 2. Let B be the branch locus of f and choose a closedi i i
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y1 .point l on L so that l f B j B . Now pick t g f l and identify L1 2 i i
U  ww xx. with its image in L s L = Spec k t . Applying Lemma 2.3 with n sk
 .. ww xx Uord c we obtain a normal projective k t -curve T , a covering mor-i
U U U  U .y1 .  .  .  .phism f : T ª L , and a point t g f l satisfying a , b , and c
of that result. Then the curve T o in the generic fiber f 0: T o ª Lo of fU :
TU ª LU is a regular connected projective K-curve of genus g q g .1 2
 .By Proposition 2.4 with n s ord c , there exists a normal connected1
G-Galois cover c U : CU ª TU such that the generic fibre c o: C o ª T o is
an unramified regular connected G-Galois cover of K-curves. Moreover,
 . othe genus arithmetic and geometric of T is g q g . Proposition 2.51 2
allows us to descend this cover to one defined over to a ring A of finite
w x  .  .type over k t satisfying a and b of that result. Therefore by specializing
to a k-point of E, we are done.
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that G is a finite group which is generated by
w xw xelements a , b , a , b . Assume also that a , b a , b s 1 and that1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
 .  :char k s p is prime to the orders of the groups a , b for i s 1, 2. Theni i
 .G g p 2 .A
 : w xProof. Let H s a , b and let a , b s c for i s 1, 2. Let X be ani i i i i i i
elliptic curve, and pick a closed point t on X . Now because p is prime toi i
t  4.the order of the group H , we know that H lies in p X y t withi i A i i
 . y1description c . In the group G, we have c s c because c c si 1 2 1 2
w xw xa , b a , b s 1. Since G is generated by H and H , we can apply1 1 2 2 1 2
Theorem 3.1.
 .Remarks. 1 Using the computer program GAP one can find a group
G of order 288 with the above description in terms of generators and
relations. This G is neither solvable nor generated by any two elements cf.
.  .Cor. 3.5 . 2 Notice that in Corollary 3.2 the condition that p does not
 :divide the order of the group H s a , b is just to ensure that H lies ini i i i
t  4.p X y t . This is probably a much stronger condition than is neces-A i i
sary, but very little is currently understood about the groups arising as
 .Galois groups of tame coverings of affine curves. Finally: 3 Taking the
genus equal to 2 was not important in Corollary 3.2. A similar argument
shows that a group with 2 g q 2 g generators subject to a similar1 2
.  .commutator relation , will occur in p g q g .A 1 2
If we allow only unramified covers of the components of the degenerate
curve, then by induction on the number of components, we obtain the
following result.
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be a finite group and let H , H , . . . , H be1 2 m
subgroups of G which together generate G. Let g , g , . . . , g be non-nega-1 2 m
ti¨ e integers with g s m g . Suppose that for e¨ery i s 1, 2, . . . , m thereis1 i
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 .exists a smooth connected projecti¨ e cur¨ e X of genus g with H g p X .i i i A i
 .Then G g p g .A
Proof. Using induction on m, it suffices to show the result for m s 2.
Now the theorem follows from Theorem 3.1 in the special case where c isi
the identity.
Notice that combining results 3.2 and 3.3 gives another family of groups
 .with 4g generators that occur in p 2 g : Let G be a group by elementsA
 4 w xw xc , d , c , d : i s 1, 2, . . . , g subject to the relations c , d c , d si1 i1 i2 i2 i1 i1 i2 i2
1 for all i, and the restriction that p does not divide the orders of the
 4subgroups generated by each c , d , c , d ; then 3.2 and 3.3 togetheri1 i1 i2 i2
 .imply that G lies in p 2 g .A
Note: In the rest of this paper, all projective curves are required to be
smooth connected k-curves.
COROLLARY 3.4. Let X be a projecti¨ e cur¨ e of genus g, and let G be a
t  4.  .finite group lying in p X y t . Then G g p 2 g .A A
Proof. Let Z ª X be the G-Galois cover tamely ramified at t . Then
w xby Gr, XIII, Cor. 2.12 , G must be generated by elements
 4 w x w xa , b , . . . , a , b , c , where a , b . . . a , b s c. Therefore G may be1 1 g g 1 1 g g
generated by 2 g elements, and so by Theorem 3.3 there exists a projective
 .curve of genus 2 g with G g p X .A
 .COROLLARY 3.5. Gi¨ en any finite group G with g generators, G g p g .A
 4Proof. Suppose that a , a , . . . , a generate G. In the hypothesis of1 2 g
 :Theorem 3.3 let m s g. For each i s 1, 2, . . . , g let H s a and let Xi i i
be an ordinary elliptic curve. Then the H 's together generate G, and sincei
 .H is cyclic, H lies in p X . Apply Theorem 3.3.i i A i
As an example, consider G s S the symmetric group on n objects. Then
 .  .group S is generated by 12 and 1234 . . . n , so by Corollary 3.5 then
 .group S lies in p 2 . Similarly, we have the following result for any finiten A
simple group.
 .COROLLARY 3.6. If G is any finite simple group, then G g p 2 .A
w xProof. By the Classification Theorem of finite simple groups Go ,
every finite simple group is generated by two elements. Now use
Corollary 3.5.
Corollary 3.5 also gives us the following result, which was originally
w xshown by Serre in 1956 Se .
 .COROLLARY 3.7. If G is any finite group, then G g p g for someA
positi¨ e integer g.
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Proof. Clear from Corollary 3.5.
? @For any real number s let s denote the greatest integer less than or
equal to s.
COROLLARY 3.8. If G is a finite group of order n, then the group G lies in
 . ?  .@p g for g s log n .A 2
Proof. We use induction on n to show that G can be generated by
?  .@log n elements. If G has only two elements, then clearly it is generated2
?  .@by 1 s log 2 element. Suppose that for all groups of order less than n2
the statement holds. Then, let H be a maximal proper subgroup of G, so
it has at most nr2 elements. By the induction hypothesis, H must have a
?  .@generating set consisting of log nr2 elements, and hence G has a2
?  .@ ?  .@generating set of log nr2 q 1 s log n elements. To finish the proof,2 2
apply Corollary 3.5.
The next result relates p 's of curves of genus g to p 's of curves ofA A
higher genus.
COROLLARY 3.9. Let G be a finite group and g be a positi¨ e integer. Then
 .  .G g p g implies that for e¨ery integer g9 ) g, G g p g9 .A A
Proof. It suffices to show this for g9 s g q 1. Let X be a projective1
 .curve of genus g such that G g p X and let X be an elliptic curve.A 1 2
 :Then let H s G and H s e , where e is the identity element of G.1 2
Now apply Theorem 3.3 with m s 2.
 : w xCOROLLARY 3.10. Gi¨ en a finite group G s a , b , a , b , if a , b s1 1 2 2 1 1
w x  .1, a , b s 1, and if p s char k does not di¨ ide orders of a and a , then2 2 1 2
 .G g p 2 .A
Proof. For i s 1, 2 let H be generated by elements a , b in G, and leti i i
w xX be an ordinary elliptic curve. Then since a , b s 1 and p does noti i i
 .divide orders of a , H g p X . Apply Theorem 3.3.i i A i
The above results all relate to the following question.
QUESTION 3.11. For a fixed genus, which groups in p in characteristicA
0 also occur in characteristic p ) 0?
Since it is believed that the answer to Question 3.11 will depend on
more than just the genus of the k-curve, we may ask instead which finite
groups occur over most curves of a fixed genus. More specifically, for fixed
genus g, let M denote the moduli space of curves of genus g, and let Xg g
be the generic curve of genus g i.e., the curve corresponding to the
.geometric generic point of M . Then for any finite group G, let Ug G
denote the subset of M consisting of the points for which G lies in p ofg A
the corresponding curve. Both here and in Section 5 we find examples of
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 .groups G for which U ; M is not empty. Consider now p X , which isG g A g
equal to the set of finite groups for which U is dense in M . In the nextG g
 .  .section we prove that in fact p g s p X . Therefore, our modifiedA A g
 .question is asking how p g in characteristic 0 compares with that inA
characteristic p.
One approach to this question is to look at Hasse]Witt invariants of
 . w xcurves and their n-cyclic covers n is prime to p cf. Bo, Kt, Na1, Na2 .
This is interesting because the Hasse]Witt invariant of a curve indicates
w xhow many p-cyclic covers of that curve exist. In Na1 , Nakajima found a
 .family of groups occurring in p g , and related these groups to theA
 .``p-rank'' Hasse]Witt invariant of n-cyclic covers of curves of genus g.
The following is an example of one of these groups.
EXAMPLE. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p s 2
and X be the smooth connected projective k-curve of genus 2 defined by
2 5 3 w xthe equation y q y s x q Ax . Nakajima shows in Na1, Sect. 6 that
there are 40 non-isomorphic connected etale A -Galois covers of X. So,Â 4
 .A lies in p 2 . Moreover, he uses the fact that 40 is maximal for the4 A
number of non-isomorphic A -covers of any genus two curve, to show that4
X is ``3-ordinary'' a statement concerning the ``p-rank'' of 3-cyclic Galois
.covers of X .
wRecall from the Introduction that Grothendieck's result Gr, XIII, Cor.
x  . 2.12 implies that p g is contained in the finite quotients of F orA g, 0
Ã .equivalently, of F , the profinite completion of F . Moreover, thisg, 0 g, 0
containment is strict because the p-rank is bounded by the genus in
 .characteristic p. For genus one, p 1 is equal to the set of finite quotientsA
Ãof the inverse limit F of the finite groups generated by elements a, b such1
Ãw xthat a, b s 1 and p does not divide the order of a. Thus F is a quotient1
Ã Ãof F . In genus G 1, consider the following two quotients of F :0, 1 g, 0
ÃX .1 the inverse limit F of the finite groups generated by elementsg
w xw x w xa , b , a , b , . . . , a , b such that a , b a , b . . . a , b s 1 and p does1 1 2 2 g g 1 1 2 2 g g
not divide the order of a for all i s 1, 2, . . . , g ;i
ÃY .2 the inverse limit F of the finite groups generated by elementsg
w xw x w xa ,b , a , b , . . . , a , b such that a , b a , b . . . a , b s 1 and p does1 1 2 2 g g 1 1 2 2 g g
 4not divide the order of the subgroup generated by a , a , . . . , a .1 2 n
Ã ÃX ÃYNotice that for genus one, F s F s F , whereas for all g ) 1 the1 1 1
ÃX ÃYgroups F and F are not equal. However, in either case the set of finiteg g
Ãquotients is strictly contained within the set of quotients of F . More-g, 0
 .over, all the examples both here and in Section 5 of groups occurring
ÃX ÃYover genus g curves also occur as quotients of F and F . This suggestsg g
 .the question of whether p g is the set of finite quotients of either ofA
these groups.
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For the first of these groups, this is not in general the case because of a
result of Nakajima.
w x  .THEOREM 3.12 Na1, Theorem 5 . If a finite group G lies in p g , thenA
w x w xgthere exists a surjecti¨ e k G -homomorphism k G ª I .G
Using this we obtain the following proposition. I thank Bob Guralnick
for his help with this, and particularly for the example in the proof below.
 .PROPOSITION 3.13. For g ) 2, the set p g is not equal to the set ofA
ÃXfinite quotients of F .g
Proof. Let p be an odd prime. Let G be the semi-direct product of
 .2 gy2 <V s ZrpZ and C s C the cyclic group of order q, where 1 - qq
p y 1, and C acts on V as a scalar of order q. Let x be a generator for C
and choose generators a , b for G as follows: a s x¨ for some ¨ in Vi i i i i
with ¨ s 1, and b s w for some w g V, such that ¨ , . . . ,g i i i 1
w xy1¨ , w , . . . , w are independent in V and b g V with x, b sgy1 1 gy1 g g
w x w x a , b . . . a , b this is possible because every element in V is of1 1 gy1 gy1
w x .the form x, ¨ for some ¨ g V . On the other hand, if we take the
w x1-dimensional k G -module S where V acts trivially and x acts via the
character corresponding to the qth root of 1 corresponding to the action
1 .on V, then dim H G, S s 2 g y 2. This in turn implies that the augmen-
tation ideal needs at least 2 g y 2 generators, so with Nakajima's result,
for g ) 2 this is a counterexample.
In light of Proposition 3.13, we are left with the question of whether the
ÃY  .set of quotients of F , or some variant of it, is equal to p g . However,g A
we could also ask the corresponding question about covers of affine
Ã t .k-curves and finite quotients of F . Namely, let p g, r be the set ofg, r A
Galois groups over a genus g curve tamely branched at r given points and
unramified elsewhere. Since we are not allowing wild ramification, this set
Ã w xis strictly contained in the finite quotients of F Gr, XIII, Cor. 2.12 .g, r
How much smaller is it? The following example gives a family of quotients
Ãof F , the members of which are not Galois groups of tame covers of ag, r
genus g curves tamely branched at r points.
EXAMPLE. For positive integers n, a, and m with p s char k not
dividing na, let G be the semi-direct product of the elementary abelianm
 :  :p-group E s t , . . . , t of rank m by the cyclic group h s s of order1 s
n, where the action of H on E is given by t s s t a, 1 F i F m. Then alli i
G with r G g q m and a / 1 mod p, are quotients of F but notm g, r
elements of p t of a curve of genus g with r puncturs. This example is dueA
w xto Kani Ka, p. 204 .
In the patching results of Sections 3 and 5 viz. patching at tame branch
.points , knowing that certain groups are Galois groups of tame covers of
curves of low genus can be used inductively to show that certain larger
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groups are Galois groups of unramified covers of projective curves of
t .higher genus. Therefore, the set p g, r is useful for constructing coversA
of projective curves.
4. GALOIS GROUPS OVER GENERIC CURVES
In this section we show that if a finite group G lies in p of a projectiveA
k-curve of genus g, then G lies in p of k-curves of genus g generically.A
More precisely, let X be a smooth connected projective curve of genus g
corresponding to a point u in the moduli space M of curves of genus g.g
 .Suppose that G lies in p X . We show that there exists a dense openA
neighborhood U ; M of u, such that for every point in U, G lies in p ofg A
 .the corresponding curve. This implies in the notation of Section 3 that
 .  .p g s p X .A A g
To do this, one might try building a cover over a neighborhood of u in
M for which a versal family exists. However, M is not a fine modulig g
space, and if X is a curve with too many automorphisms then a neighbor-
hood with versal family does not exist. Therefore, we must build the family
some other way. Recall that a cur¨ e of genus g with le¨el n-structure is a
 .pair, X, d , where X is a curve of genus g and d is a symplectic
1  .  .2 g  .2 gmonomorphism H X, ZrnZ ª ZrnZ , where ZrnZ has theet
1  .standard symplectic structure and H X, ZrnZ has the symplectic struc-et
 w x. w xture defined by the cup product cf. Po, Lecture 10 . By Po, p. 135 if we
pick a positive integer n that is prime to p and greater than or equal to 3,
then there exists a scheme H n. which parameterizes 3-canonical smooth
curves of genus g with level n-structure. Moreover, this H n. has a
universal family X n. ª H n., and X n. is also a scheme. Over a point ¨ in
n. n.  .H the fibre X of X is a 3-canonically embedded curve equipped¨
w xwith a level n-structure d . By Po, p. 137 there is a covering morphism k :¨
H n. ª M taking ¨ to the point in M corresponding to the isomorphismg g
w xclass X of X .¨ ¨
Given u g M , let ¨ be a point of H n. lying over u, and considerg
Ã n. n. Ã .  .n. n.Spec O ; H . Pulling X back to Spec O we get a localH , ¨ H , ¨
Ã Ã .family X of 3-canonical smooth curves of genus g. However, X is also a
Ã n.genus g curve over the complete local ring O equipped with a levelH , ¨
Ã.n-structure d , so it corresponds via k to a point in M . We will build ag
Ãfamily of G-Galois covers over X, and then, the following lemma global-
izes this local family to one in which the base is an affine variety mapping
to M .g
n. Ã Ã  .n.LEMMA 4.1. Let ¨ be a point in H , S s O , and V s Spec S withH , ¨
Ã n. Ãinclusion map a : V ª H . Define X to be the pullback of the uni¨ ersalÃ
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n. n. Ã Ã Ãfamily X ª H ¨ia a . Let b : W ª X be an etale Galois co¨er withÃ Â
 .Galois group G, and let b : W ª X be its closed fibre the fibre o¨er ¨ . Then
 .there exist a k-¨ ariety E s Spec A , where A ; S and A is of finite type o¨er
k; a morphism a : E ª H n.; the pullback X ª E of X n. ª H n. ¨ia a ;E E E
and a G-Galois co¨er b : W ª X such thatE E E
Ã Ã .a the pullback X = V is isomorphic to X as a 3-canonical cur¨ e o¨erE E
Ã Ã Ã ÃV, and the pullback W = V is isomorphic to W as a G-Galois co¨er of X ;E E
 .b for e¨ery closed point e in E, the fibre b : W ª X is a connectede e e
unramified G-Galois co¨er of a smooth irreducible projecti¨ e k-cur¨ e of
genus g.
Ã n.Proof. Since both the morphism a : V ª H and the connectedÃ
Ã Ã ÃG-Galois cover b : W ª X are of finite presentation, this construction
descends to an algebra R ; S such that R is of finite type over k. That is,
 .for some such algebra R, if we let E s Spec R there is a morphism a :E
E ª H n. the pullback X of X n. via a ; and moreover, there is anE E
irreducible normal projective R-scheme W , together with a G-GaloisE
Ã Ã Ãetale covering morphism b : W ª X which induces b : W ª X over S.Â E E E
Ã  .Let « : V ª E be the morphism induced by R ; S. Then ¨ 9 s « ¨ is a
Ãclosed point of E, and since W induces W, the fibre of W over ¨ 9 isE E
Ã wconnected and smooth. Moreover W is smooth. Applying Ha1, Proposi-
xtion 5 to W ª E, and letting e s ¨ 9, it follows that for all k-points e in aE
 .dense open subset E9 of E, the fibre W is geometrically irreducible. Wee
 .may assume that E9 is a basic open subset Spec A of E, where A s
w y1 xR f , for some non-zero f g R.
With E replaced by E9, it remains to show that each fibre X is ae
smooth irreducible projective k-curve of genus g. Since the fibre X is theE
pullback of the universal family X n. over H n., each of the fibres is a
smooth irreducible projective curve of genus g with level n-structure.
Dropping the level n-structure, we have the desired curve.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let u be a closed point in M , and let X be theg
corresponding cur¨ e of genus g. Suppose that G is a finite group lying in
 .p X . Then there exists an open neighborhood U of u in M , such that for allA g
w g U, the group G lies in p of the corresponding cur¨ e of genus g.A
 .Proof. Since G lies in p X , there exists a G-Galois cover b : W ª X.A
n. Ã Ã .n.Let ¨ be a point in H lying over u. Let V s Spec O . Pulling backH , ¨
n. Ã n. Ãthe universal family X via the inclusion a : V ª H , we get a family XÃ
Ã .of 3-canonical curves, such that the fibre over ¨ g V is X. By the
Ã .  . w xequivalence of categories between the Et X and Et X Gr, I, Cor. 8.4
Ã Ã Ãthere exists a Galois cover W ª X over V with Galois group G, such that
the ¨-fibre is W ª X.
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Ã  .n.Let S s O . By Lemma 4.1, there exist a k-variety E s Spec A ,H , ¨
where A ; S and of finite type over k; a morphism a : E ª H n. and theE
pullback X of X n. ª H n. via a ; and a G-Galois cover b : W ª X ,E E E E E
Ã .  .satisfying a and b of that result. Let « : V ª E be the morphism
induced by the inclusion A ; S. Recall that the fibre of X n. ª H n. over
a point w g H n. is a 3-canonical smooth curve X with a level n-w
structure d , and that k : H n. ª M is the map taking w to the point ofw g
w xM corresponding to the isomorphism class X . Similarly, the pullbackg w
Ã Ãk ( a : V ª M of k takes a point w g V to the point of M correspond-Ã g g
Ãw  4xing to X = w .ÃV
n. n.  .Since X is the pullback of X ª H via a , the map a (« (pr :E E E 2
Ã n.X = V ª H is equal to the following composition of the projectionE E
Ã n. n.maps X = X ª X ª X ª H . Composing with k tells us thatE E E
Ãk ( a (« is the morphism taking a point w g V, with fiber X inE w
Ã w x  .X = V, to the point of M corresponding to X . By part a of LemmaE E g w
Ã Ã Ã Ãw x w x w .  4x4.1, X = V s X . Therefore for any w g V, X = V = w sE E E E
Ãw  4xX = w , and this implies that k ( a s k ( a (« .ÃÃV E
Let f be a non-zero function on an affine open neighborhood of u in
M . To show that the image of E in M is dense, it suffices to show thatg g
the pullback of f to E is also non-zero. Well, the pullback of f to H n. is
non-zero since k : H n. ª M is a covering morphism, and hence itsg
Ã Ã Ã .n.pullback to V s Spec O is also non-zero. Since V ª M factorsH , ¨ g
 .through E because k ( a s k ( a (« , the pullback of f to E is non-zero,Ã E
as desired.
 .Let Z s Im k ( a . Now E is a variety, hence constructible, so Z, asE
wthe image of a constructible, must be a constructible subset of M . By Ht,g
xChap. II, Ex. 3.8 , Z contains an open neighborhood U of u in U ; M .g
 .Conclude by part b of Lemma 4.1.
This result says that for any g and G, either G occurs over no curve of
genus g, or G occurs over almost every such curve. More precisely, the
subset U of points in M whose corresponding curves have a G-GaloisG g
cover contains a dense open subset. However, coming back to the question
 .of what p g is, it is unclear how U varies with G, and it is also unclearA G
what the intersection of all the U 's is.G
QUESTION 4.3. Is the intersection of all the U 's dense? Does it containG
any F -points?p
5. GENERALIZATIONS
This section generalizes the results of Sections 2 and 3 in order to
realize additional groups as Galois groups over projective curves. Specifi-
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cally, Theorem 5.4 permits more general constructions of G-Galois covers
over curves of arbitrary genus. Applying this in the case g s 2, we deduce
 . that certain additional classes of groups must lie in p 2 Props. 5.5 andA
.5.6 . This construction involves the deformation of configurations more
complicated than those in the earlier sections of the paper, and in order to
do this we will first generalize some of the results in Section 2 as well as
 . w xtwo results Cor. 2.2 and Prop. 2.3 from Ha2 .
w xFor convenience, we state here the result in Ha2 from which the
w xoriginal Ha2, Cor. 2.2 follows.
w xPROPOSITION 5.1 Ha2, Prop. 2.1 . Let L be a regular connected projec-
 .  4ti¨ e k-cur¨ e let l be a closed point of L, and let Spec S s L y l . Let
U  ww xx. U UL s L = Spec k ¨ , let f : T ª L be a co¨er, and assume that f isk
 U .flat e. g., if T is normal . Let B be the category
U U ÃUw x w xP f S ¨ = P f O ¨ . . .  .Ã  /P f  K ww¨ xx.. L , lL , l
 U .Then the base change functor P T ª B is an equi¨ alence of categories.
Moreo¨er this remains true if P is replaced by AP, S P, or G P for any finite
group G.
w xThe following is the necessary generalization of Ha2, Cor. 2.2 . The
proof given below is just a modification of the proof of the original result.
w xCOROLLARY 5.2 cf. Ha2, Cor. 2.2 . Under the hypotheses of Proposition
5.1, assume that the closed fibre of T of TU is connected and has irreducible
components X , X , . . . , X , each of which is a k-cur¨ e; that the singular1 2 r
y1 .locus L of T consists of a finite collection of nodes; and that L ; f l s D.
For i s 1, 2, . . . , r, let L s X l L, and let R be the ring of functions on thei i i
X XU ÃXU ww xx.affine cur¨ e X s X y L ; let X s Spec R t , and for t g L let X si i i i i i it
Ã ÃU Ã ww xx.  .USpec K t . Also, for t g L let T s Spec O . Let C be theX , t t T , ti
category
r
UX UÃUXrP X = P T .ÃD Di P D D  X .. t /is1 t g L it / i
is1 tgL
 U .Then the base change functor P T ª C is an equi¨ alence of categories.
Moreo¨er this remains true if P is replaced by AP, S P, or G P for any finite
group G.
Proof. Viewing L ; LU , let D s D l X , DX s D l X X, and L9 si i i i
 4  . XL y l s Spec S . For i s 1, 2, . . . , r, let T s X y D and let S be thei i i i
ring of functions on the affine curve T X. Let Y U be the pullback of fU :i
U U ÃU Ã U ww xx.  .UT ª L over L s Spec O t , so Y s D Spec O , and letÃL, l d g D T , d
U r  ww xx. UÃY 9 s D D Spec K t . For i s 1, 2, . . . , r, let Y sis1 d g D X , d ii i
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XU r Ã XU ww xx.  ww xx.X XUD Spec O t , Y s D D Spec K t , and T sÃd g D T , d i is1 d g D X , d ii i i
 ww xx.  r XU .Spec S t . Let B be as in Proposition 5.1. Thus B s P D Ti is1 i
 U .  U .U= P Y , and the base change functor P T ª B is an equiva-P Y 9 .
lence of categories.
w x  .By Ha1, Prop. 3 which is the affine analog of Theorem 1.1 and
 X .induction on a D , base change induces an equivalence of categoriesi
P X XU ª P T XU = XU P Y U .  .  .Äi i P Y . ii
for i s 1, 2, . . . , r. So base change induces an equivalence of categories
 r XU .  r XU . U  r U .XrP D X ª D, where D s P D T = P D Y , andÄis1 i is1 i P D Y . is1 iis1 i
hence also induces an equivalence C ª D = r XUÄ ÃP D D  X ..is 1 t g L itiÃU .P D T . The latter category is canonically equivalent to B, becauset g L t
U r U ÃU U .  .of the disjoint unions Y s D Y j D T and Y 9 sis1 i t g L t
r XU r ÃXU U .  .  .D Y j D D X . Thus the base change functors P Tis1 i is1 t g L iti
ª B and C ª B are equivalences of categories, and hence so is the base
 U .change functor P T ª C. This proves the result for P. Replacing P
throughout by AP, S P, or G P yields the proofs in those cases.
The next step is to use Galois covers of k-curves X , . . . , X to build a1 r
G-Galois cover of a degenerate curve T. Proposition 5.3 generalizes
w xHarbater's Proposition 2.3 Ha2 , by not only allowing more intersections
between the X 's but also allowing the X 's to have self-intersections. Thei i
changes here are somewhat more involved than those needed to generalize
w xHa2, Prop. 2.2 . We begin with some notation.
Notation. Given a connected k-curve T with singular locus L consist-
 .ing of at most finitely many nodes e.g., T in Cor. 5.2 , let X , . . . , X be its1 r
Ä Äirreducible components, and let f : T ª T be its normalization. Thus T is
Äequal to the disjoint union of the normalizations X of the X 's. If i / ji i
then let L s X l X , and let L be the singular locus of X . If t g Li j i j i i i i i1 2
y1 Ä Ä .and t g f t l X , then x will denote the local parameter of Xk i i t ik k k kX Ã .   ...at t . Let X s Spec K s Spec k x . If t g L , whereÄk i t X i t i ik k i , t k k 1 2k i k ÃX .i / i i.e., t is a smooth point of X then X is isomorphic to1 2 i i tk k k
ÃX Ã . X s Spec K . Otherwise, t g L , where i s i i.e., t is a node oni t X i i 1 2k i , t 1 2kÃXX , and X is canonically isomorphic to one of the two irreduciblei i tk k k ÃX ÃX.components of X . Thus for any t g X we identify X with its imagei t i i tk k k kÃ Ã .  ww xxin X . Then, for t g L T ( Spec O s Spec k x , x ri i i r T , t i t i tk 1 2 1 1 2 2ÃXU Ã ..  ww xx.x x , and X s Spec K t is identified with the formalÄi t i t i t Xk1 1 2 2 k i , t ik kÃXcompletion of T along X .i tk k
w xPROPOSITION 5.3 cf. Ha2, Prop. 2.3 . Assume the hypotheses of Corollary
5.2 and the notation abo¨e. Gi¨ en a finite group G and subgroups
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G , G , . . . , G , suppose that there exist:1 2 r
 .1 a connected G-Galois co¨er c : W ª T , and irreducible normal
G -Galois co¨ers c U : W XU ª X XU such that for each i the closed fibre of c U :i i i i i
W XU ª X XU is smooth, irreducible, and isomorphic to the restriction of c toi i
W = X X;T i
 .2 for each t in L, a subgroup I of G and an irreducible normalt
ÃU ÃUI -Galois co¨er N ª T ;t t t
y1 Ä .  .  .3 for each t g L and g g f t l X where f is defined abo¨e , ani i
Ã XU XU ÃX UUXirreducible component W of W = X and a subgroup I of I l Gig i X ig g t iiÃ XU ÃX U .such that Gal W rX s I ; andig ig g
y1 Ä ÃU .  . U4 for each t g L and g g f t l X , an isomorphism N =Ãi i t TtÃX U It Ã XU ÃX UX ª Ind W of I -Galois co¨ers of X .ig I ig t igg
Then there is an irreducible normal G-Galois co¨er V U ª TU such that
V U = U X XU f IndG W XU as G-Galois co¨ers of X XU for i s 1, 2, . . . , r, andT i G i ii
U ÃU G ÃU ÃUUV = T f Ind N as G-Galois co¨ers of T for each t g L.T t I t tt
Proof. We preserve the notation of the statements of 5.1 and 5.2. The
XU XU ÃU ÃUcovers W ª X and N ª T are flat and hence define projectivei i
modules, since the total spaces are normal surfaces. So for t g L, V s2t
G ÃU G XUU .  .XUInd O is an object in G P T and Ind O is an object in G P X ,ÃI N t G W it t i i
 4 G GX XU Uand so for all i F i in 1, 2, . . . , r , V s Ind O = Ind O is an1 2 i i G W G W1 2 i i i i1 1 2 2 XU XU .object in G P X j X . Since each t g L is assumed to be a normali i1 2y1 Ä .  4crossing, f t ; T consists of a pair of points t , t , where t lies in a1 2 k
Ä  4unique X for some i g 1, 2, . . . , r . Moreover, we may assume thati kk
 .i F i , so that t g L see notation above . In this way, we associate to1 2 i i1 2 Ä 4each t g L a unique pair of points t , t ; T. As above V si i 1 2 0t1 2
G G ÃXU ÃXU .X XU UInd O = Ind O is an object in G P X j X . For l s 0, 2,Ã ÃI W I W i t i tt i t t i t 1 1 2 21 1 1 2 2 2
 .  4  .let V s Spec V and for i F i g 1, 2, . . . , r let V s Spec V .lt lt 1 2 i i i i1 2 1 2
Ä y1 .By definition of induced modules, if g lies in X l f L then we havei
an isomorphism
O XU m O X U ª IndG i O X UÄÃ ÃW R ww t xx X I Wi i ig g ig
ÃX Uof modules over X . For each t g L , we have the associated pair ofig i i1 2y1 Ä Ã 4  . ww xxX Upoints t , t s f t , where t g X , so using O f K t , theÃ Ä1 2 k i X Xk i t i , tk k k k
above induces an isomorphism
Ã Ãw x w xV m K t = K tÄ Äi i R ww t xx=R ww t xx X X /1 2 i i i , t i , t1 2 1 1 2 2
s IndG O XU m O X U = IndG O XU m O X U ª VÄÃ Ã /  /G W R ww t xx X G W R ww t xx X 0ti i i i t i i i i t1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2
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ÃX ÃX U ÃX U . Uin G P X j X . Here the left hand side is the object in G P Xi t i t i t1 1 2 2 1 1ÃX U .j X induced by V . Then because the V are disjoint, we get ani t i i 0t2 2 1 2
isomorphism
Ã Ãw x w xV m K t = K t ª VÄÄ Ä i i R ww t xx=R ww t xx X X 0t /1 2 i i i , t i , t /1 2 1 1 2 2tgL tgLi i i i1 2 1 2
ÃX ÃXU  ..Uin G P D X j X . Here the left hand side is the object int g L i t i ti i 1 1 2 21 2 ÃX U ÃX  ..Uthe category G P D X j X induced by V .t g L i t i t i ii i 1 1 2 2 1 21 2 ÃX U ÃX U ÃX ULet V s  V . Notice that if t g L then X j X f X ,0 t g L 0t i i it it it1 2ÃX U ÃX Uand if t g L for i - i then X s X for k s 1, 2. Thus, V is ani i 1 2 i t i t 01 2 k k kr ÃX U  ..object in G P D D X . Similarly, let V s  V . Again,is1 t g L it 1 i F i i ii 1 2 1 2
because the V are disjoint, we get an isomorphism0t
Ã Ãw x w xV m K t = K t ª VÄÄ Ä 1  R ww t xx=R ww t xx. X X 0 /i F i i i i , t i , t /1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2i Fi tgL1 2 i i1 2
ÃX U ÃX U  ..in G P D D X j X . Here the left hand side is thei F i t g L i t i t1 2 i i 1 1 2 21 2 ÃX U ÃX U  ..object in the category G P D D X j X induced byi F i t g L i t i t1 2 i i 1 1 2 21 2
V .1
Ä ÄMeanwhile, if t g L , then the associated t and t lie in X and Xi i 1 2 i i1 2 1 2ÃU ÃX U It Ã X UUrespectively, and the given isomorphisms N = X ª Ind WÄÃt T i t I i tt k k t k kk .k s 1, 2 induce an isomorphism
Ã Ãw x w xV m K t = K tÃ Ä ÄU2t O X X /tT i , t i , t1 1 2 2
2
G
UXUs Ind O m O ª VÄÃ Ã Ã UI N O X 0t /t t T i tt k kks1
ÃX U ÃX U ÃX U . in G P X j X . Here, the left hand side is the object in G P Xi t i t i t1 1 2 2 1 1
ÃX U .jX induced by V . Let V s  V . Then because the V arei t 2t 2 t g L 2t 2t2 2
disjoint, we get an isomorphism
Ã Ãw x w xV m K t = K t ª VÄÃ Ä Ä U2  O . X X 0 /, tt g L T i , t i , t /1 1 2 2i Fi tgL1 2 i i1 2
ÃX U ÃX U   ...in G P D D G P X j X . Here, the left hand side isi F i t g L i t i t1 2 i i 1 1 2 21 2 ÃX U ÃX U   ...the object in the category G P D D G P X j X in-i F i t g L i t i t1 2 i i 1 1 2 21 2
duced by V .2
Let GC be the category which is the analog of the category C in
 .Corollary 5.2, but with P replaced by G P. Then the triple V , V , V ,1 2 0
together with the above isomorphisms, defines an object in GC. So by
 .Corollary 5.2 this object is induced up to isomorphism by an object V in
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 U . U  . UG P T . Thus V s Spec V is a G-Galois cover of T which induces
G XU XU G ÃU ÃUInd W ª X and Ind N ª T , as G-Galois covers. Moreover, theG i i I t ti t
closed fibre is isomorphic to c : W ª T. Because this is a flat family whose
closed fibre is connected, the cover V U is connected.
To verify that V U is normal, it suffices to show that for every closed
U ÃU U Ã .U Upoint s in the closed fibre of T , V s V = Spec O is normal. Ifs T T , s
ÃU U ÃU G ÃUUs s t g L then V s V = T ( Ind N , which is normal. Otherwise,s T t I tt
we may identify s with some other point on the closed fibre of TU , i.e., a
X XU  4point on the closed fibre X of some X , for some i g 1, 2, . . . , r .i i
U XU ÃU G U UXChoosing s g W lying over s g X , we have that V s Ind W =Ä i i s G i Xi iÃ ÃU .  .X USpec O is a union of copies of Spec O ; this is normal sinceX , s W , sÄi iUW is.i
The next proposition essentially reduces our construction of smooth
G-Galois covers to the problem of constructing the degenerate cover. We
add the following new notation to that which precedes Proposition 5.3.
Notation. In what follows let T be a connected k-curve with singular
locus L consisting of at most finitely many nodes; let X , . . . , X be its1 r
irreducible components; and let L be the projective k-line with a closed
point l such that the local parameter at l on L is x. Then let f : T ª L
be a cover and c : W ª T be a connected G-Galois cover for some finite
group G. Now we define the following special situation:
 .DEFINITION. Given T , L, G, and W as above, the pair f, c is called
admissible if the following conditions are satisfied:
 . y1 .a The set L is contained in f l .
Ã .b For every t g L ; L the complete local ring O (i i T , t1 2 Ãww xx  .k x , x r x x is an O -algebra defined by x q x s x.i t i t i t i t L, l i t i t1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
 .c For each i s 1, 2, . . . , r the restriction W s W = X ª X is ai T i i
tame G -Galois cover for some subgroup G of G, and this cover isi i
branched only at t g D L .i/ j i j
 .d For any point v g W over t g L where i / i , assume thati i 1 21 2
g s gy1 , where g is the canonical generator of inertia of v on W .i v i v i v i1 2 k k
adm .Let p T denote the set of finite groups G such that there exists aA
 .pair f, c as above which is admissible.
Notice that in terms of building the desired G-Galois cover, condition
 .a is just a matter of building the cover f: T ª L so that the formal
 .patching results apply, and condition b is simply notational. Thus condi-
 .  .tions c and d are the essential part of admissibility, yet in practice it is
convenient to have all four conditions together.
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adm .  .THEOREM 5.4. Gi¨ en T as abo¨e, if G lies in p T and g s p T ,A A
 .then G lies in p g .A
adm .Proof. Since G lies in p T , there exist curves L and W as aboveA
 .along with a pair of covers f, c which is admissible. We proceed in three
steps: First we deform f : T ª L; second we locally deform c : W ª T ;
and third we use Proposition 5.3 to patch the local deformations of c .
Step 1. Construction of fU : TU ª LU . As in Lemma 2.3, we will deform
 4f : X ª L locally in such a way that Lemma 2.1 applies. Let L9 s L y l ,i i
y1 . U  ww xx. U U UT 9 s T y f l , and L9 s Spec O t . Then take f9 : T 9 ª L9 toL9
U be the pullback of f with respect to the morphism L9 ª L induced by
Ã Ã ÃU Ã.  .  ww xx.the natural ring morphism . Let L s Spec O , L s Spec O t ,L, l L, l
y1 Ã Ã .  .and for every t g f l let T s Spec O . For t g L , by hypothesist T , t i i1 2Ã Ã<the restriction f : T ª L is defined by x q x s x. Let n sÃT t i t i t tt 1 1 2 2
 .  .ord g s ord g , where v lies over t . Notice that if v is unramifiedi v i v1 2
then n s 1, and moreover since the cover c is Galois this definition of nt t
ÃUis independent of the choice of the point v over t . Now let T st
nt ÃU ÃU ÃU ww xx  ..Spec k x , x , t r x x y t , and define f : T ª L by xi t i t i t i t t t i t1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1y1 ÃU ÃU ÃU .q x s x. Meanwhile, for t g f l y L, let f : T ª L be thei t t t2 2 ÃU Ã<  .pullback of f via L ª L induced by the natural ring inclusion . TheseÃTt
ÃU ÃU ÃU ÃU ÃU .y1covers f induce f : T s D T ª L .t t g f l. t
U  ww xx.Let L s L = Spec k t . Applying Lemma 2.1, we obtain a normalk
ww xx U U U Uprojective k t -curve T and a covering morphism f : T ª L , such
U U U U U ÃU ÃUU Uthat T = L9 ( T 9 as a cover of L9 and T = L ( T as a coverL L
ÃU Uof L ; and the closed fibre of f is isomorphic to f : T ª L. This cover
satisfies all the hypotheses of Propositions 5.3.
Step 2. Local construction of c U : W U ª TU. We now deform c :
W ª T in such a way that Proposition 5.3 applies. Let L s L l X si i
r X  . XU  ww xx.D L , and let X s X y L s Spec R , and X s Spec R t . De-js1 i j i i i i i i
note the pullback of c via X XU ª X by c XU : W XU ª X XU. This is ani i i i i i
irreducible normal G -Galois cover such that the closed fibre is smooth,i
irreducible, and isomorphic to the restriction of c to W = X X. Hence itT i
 .satisfies 1 of Proposition 5.3.
ÃXU  ww xx. XNext for t g L , let X s Spec O t . Recall from the aboveÃi / i i t X1 2 k k i tk k
ÃX Ã .  ..notation that under the identification of X s Spec K s k xÄi t X i tk k i , t k kk kÄXUwith its isomorphic image in X , the scheme X is identified with thei i tk k kÃX .formal completion of T along X . Let v be a point over t . Byi tk
hypothesis we denote its canonical generator of inertia on W by g . Leti i vk k
 :  :I s g s g and definet i v i v1 2
U UÃ ÃN s Spec k z , z , t r z z y t ª T . /t i t i t i t i t t1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
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to be the I -Galois cover defined by setting z nt s x and letting I actt i t i t tk k k k
 .by g z s z z .i v i t n i tk k k t k k
Consider now the cover c . For t g L where i s i , the cover c isi i 1 21 2
 .unramified over t , so there exist local parameters w k s 1, 2 on Wi tk k Ã .hence on W such that w s x for k s 1, 2; and W si i t i t i , vk k k k k k
Ã Ã X U .  ww xx  .Spec O s Spec k w , w r w w . L et WW i t i t i t i t i , ti , v 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 k kk Ã X U ÃX U  ..ww xx.s Spec k w t , and define a trivial cover W ª X by let-i t i , t i , tk k k k k kÃ X Uting w s x . Then W is naturally identified with an irreduciblei t i t i , tk k k k k k
XU ÃX UUXcomponent of the restriction W = X .i X i , tk i k kk
Similarly for t g L where i / i , W is smooth at v, so we choose ai i 1 2 i1 2 k
Ã Ã .  ww xx.local parameter w such that W s Spec O s Spec k w ;i t i , v W i tk k k i , v k kk
nt Ã X U .   ..w s x ; and g w s z w . Again, let W s Spec k wi t i t i v i t n i t i , t i tk k k k k k k t k k k k k k
Ã X U ÃX U ntww xx.t , and define an I -Galois cover W ª X by w s x andt i t i t i t i tk k k k k k k kÃ X U .g w s z w . As above, W is naturally identified with ani v i t n i t i , tk k k t k k k k
XU ÃX UUXirreducible component of W = X .i X i , tk i k kkÃU ÃU Ã X U ÃX UThe I -Galois covers N ª T and W ª X satisfy hypothesest t t i t i tk k k k
 .  .  .2 and 3 of Proposition 5.3 respectively . Thus to apply Proposition 5.3,
ÃXU .it remains to show that hypothesis 4 of that result holds. Let N st kÃU ÃXUUN = X . ThenÃt T i tt k k
n nt tUXO s k x z , z , t r z z y t , z y x .  . .ÃN i t i t i t i t i t i t i tt k k 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 k k k kk
w xs k z t . . .i tk k
ÃXU ÃU ÃXU ÃXUUWe deduce that the I -cover N s N = X ª X is defined viaÃt t t T i t i tk t k k k k
 ..ww xx  ..ww xxthe extension k z t of k x t with the I action inducedi t i t tk k k kÃU ÃU ÃXUfrom N ª T . So we define an isomorphism of I -Galois covers N ªt t t t kÃ XU  .W by sending z to w , and this satisfies hypothesis 4 of Propositionit t tk k k
5.3.
Step 3. Patching. Applying Proposition 5.3, we get an irreducible nor-
U U U XU G ÃUww xx Umal G-Galois cover V ª T over k t such that V = X ( Ind NT i I ttÃU Uas G-Galois covers of T for each t g L. The deformation T 0 st
D r X XU is a trivial deformation of a regular k-curve, so it is regular.is1 i
ÃUSimilarly, the Jacobian criterion implies that T is regular away from
 . Ut g L see Lemma 2.3, Step 2 . Thus, T is regular away from L, which
implies that its generic fibre is regular and also that TU defines a flat
U  . o ofamily over L Lemma 1.2 . Let V ª T be the generic fibre of
V U ª TU. Then, T o is a connected K-curve because T is connected and
TU is flat, and also T o is projective because it is smooth over P1 . Since TUK
U wis a flat family over L , the arithmetic genus is constant on the fibres Ht,
x o  .III, Cor. 9.10 , and therefore the genus of T is equal to p T .A
The K-curve V o is connected because V U is irreducible. Since c
restricted to W = X X is unramified for i s 1, 2, . . . , r, the trivial deforma-i i
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U U G ÃUtion c 9 is also unramified. Therefore, c is ramified only on Ind NI tt
ÃU G ÃU ÃUover T for t g L. The Jacobian criterion implies that Ind N ª T ist I t tt
branched only at t . Thus the cover c o is etale, and hence V o is regularÂ
and projective because T o is. Consequently, c o: V o ª T o, is an irre-
ducible, unramified G-Galois cover. Proposition 2.5 allows us to descend
U U w xthe G-Galois cover V ª T to a ring A of finite type over k t satisfying
 .  .a and b of that result. Therefore, by specializing to a k-point of
 .E s Spec A , we are done.
Remark. Now, consider the semi-stable compactification M of M .g g
Theorem 5.4 shows that for any degenerate curve T corresponding to a
adm .  .point on the boundary, p T is contained in p g . For example,A A
adm .Proposition 5.5 below examines a family of groups lying in p T , whereA 0
T is the semi-stable curve of genus 2 constructed by taking two P1's which0 k
 .meet one another in three points. One can also show that p T is in factA 0
 .strictly contained in p 2 by examining the p-rank of l-cyclic covers ofA
 w x.both T and X cf. Bo .0 2
Before constructing the final examples, we must recall that for any
y1 .G-Galois cover u : C ª D, if t g D and s g u t are fixed, then for any
y1 .s 9 g u t there exists an element h g G taking s to s 9 under the
action of G on C. We denote such a s 9 by s h. Moreover, if t is a branch
point of u and g is the canonical generator of inertia at s on D, then
hghy1 is the canonical generator of inertia at s h on D. Given any
induced cover, IndG C9 ª D the connected components of IndG C9 areH H
 .indexed by the cosets of H in G, so we denote by C9 the component ofg
IndG C9 corresponding to the coset gH.H
The constructions in 5.5 and 5.6 have only smooth irreducible compo-
nents, and therefore do not need the full strength of the previous results.
We build G-Galois covers of a curve of genus 2 by deforming a G-Galois
cover of degenerate curve T. As mentioned above, the next proposition
builds a G-Galois cover of some genus two curve by deforming two P1's
which meet in three points.
PROPOSITION 5.5. Gi¨ en finite groups H and H generated by elements1 2
 4  4  .c , d and c , d resp. , and take G to be a finite group generated by H1 1 2 2 1
together with H , where c s gc gy1 and d s hd hy1 for some g, h g G;2 1 2 1 2
t 1  4.and c d s c d . Suppose that for i s 1, 2, H g p P y 0, 1, ` with1 1 2 2 i A
 y1 y1.  y1 y1 .descriptions c , c d , d and d , d c , c , respecti¨ ely. Then G lies1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
 .in p 2 .A
Proof. We proceed in two steps which then allow us to apply Theorem
5.4: First, we build a degenerate k-curve T of genus 2 and a covering f :
T ª L; second, we build a G-Galois cover c : W ª T such that the pair
 .f, c is admissible.
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Step 1. Construction of T ª L. Let X denote the projective k-line and1
 4let L s a , a , a be an ordered set of closed points on X . Similarly,1 11 12 13 1
 4let X denote the projective k-line and let L s a , a , a be an2 2 23 22 21
ordered set of closed points on X . Then by hypothesis, H lies in2 i
 .p X y L . As before, let L be the projective k-line and take a closedA i i
point l with local parameter x. Then for each i s 1, 2, there exists a
y1 .covering morphism f : X ª L, unramified at l, such that f l s Li i i i
1 Ã .because the X 's are all P 's . Take x g O to be a local uniformizeri k i j X , ai i j
U  .at a on X such that f x s x , and let T be a union of X and Xi j i i j 1 2
such that X and X cross transversely at closed points a , a , and a in1 2 1 2 3
 .T where a g X is identified with a g X for j s 1, 2, 3 . Then, the1 j 1 2 j 2
Ã ww xx  .complete local ring O ( k x , x r x x for j s 1, 2, 3. Also, T isT , a 1 j 2 j 1 j 2 jj
 4constructed so that it is smooth outside of L s a , a , a . Identifying X1 2 3 i
with its image in T , we equate a with a for all i, j. The covers f andi j j 1
y1 .f induce a cover f: T ª L for which f l s L. Moreover, letting2
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .  . <L s Spec O and T s Spec O , we get f s f : T ª L is de-ÃTL, l a T , a aaj j j j
 .  .fined by x q x s x. Thus f : T ª L satisfies conditions a and b of1 j 2 j
admissibility. In the notation of Lemma 2.2, we have r s 2 and n s 3, so12
 .p T s 0 q 3 y 2 q 1 s 2.A
tStep 2. Construction of G-Galois co¨er of T. Since H g p X y1 A 1
 4.  .  y1 y1.a , a , a with description g , g , g s c , c d , d , there exists11 12 13 1 2 3 1 1 1 1
a smooth connected H -Galois cover W ª X such that over each a1 1 1 1 j
there is a ramified point v with canonical generator of inertia g .1 j j
t   4.Similarly, as H g p X y a , a , a with description2 A 2 23 22 21
 y1 y1 .d , d c , c , there exists a smooth connected H -Galois cover W ª X2 2 2 2 2 2 2
such that over each a there is a ramified point v with canonical2 j 2 j
generator of inertia h , where the h s c , h s dy1cy1, and h s d .j 1 2 2 2 2 3 2
y1 y1  .Since c s gc g , d s hd h , and c d s c d , we have that ord h1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 j
 .s ord g s n .j j
Let c : IndG W ª X be the induced G-Galois covers, and for anyi H i ii
 . Ga g G let W denote the component of Ind W corresponding to thei a H ii
coset aH . Let W be a union of IndG W and IndG W such that for everyi H 1 H 21 2
 .  . a a g G, W and W cross transversely at a closed point v where1 a 2 g a 1
a  . g a  . .  .  .v g W is identified with v g W ; W and W cross trans-11 1 a 21 2 g a 1 a 2 a
a  a  .versely at a closed point v in W where v g W is identified with2 12 1 a
a  . .  .  . av g W ; and W and W cross transversely at a closed point v22 2 a 1 a 2 ha 3
 a  . ha  . .in W where v g W is identified with v g W . Also, W may be13 1 a 23 2 ha
 a 4constructed so that it is smooth outside of V s v : a g G, j s 1, 2, 3, 4 .j
 .Identify W with its image in W.i a
 .  .Let W be the connected component of W on W. Since the c 'sa 1 a i
agree on the points of V, they induce a G-Galois cover c : W ª T. This
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cover is connected because H and H together generate G. Thus c :1 2
 .  .W ª T satisfies conditions c and d of admissibility.
We have now defined covers f : T ª L and c : W ª T satisfying all the
conditions of admissibility. Hence by Theorem 5.4 we obtain the desired
 .smooth connected projective k-curve Y of genus p T s 2 such that Ga
 .lies in p Y .A
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let G be a finite group generated by elements
w xw xa , b , a , b , where a , b a , b s 1 and p is prime to the orders of a and1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
 w x: t 1a . Let H s a , a , a , b , and suppose that H g p P y2 0 1 2 1 1 0 A k
 4.a , a , a , a with description1 2 3 4
a , b ay1 by1 , a , b ay1 by1 . .1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
 .Then G lies in p 2 .A
Proof. We follow the same two steps as those in Proposition 5.5.
Step 1. Construction of T ª L. Let X s P 1 and rename0 k
 4  4 ta , a , a , a by L s a , a , a , a . By hypothesis, H g p X y1 2 3 4 0 01 02 03 04 0 A 0
.  :L . For i s 1, 2, let H s a and X be another projective k-line. Given0 i i i
 4  4L s a , a , L s a , a closed points in X and X , respectively,1 11 12 2 23 24 1 2
t .  y1 .we know that H g p X y L with description a , a , and H g1 A 1 1 1 1 2
t .  y1 .p X y L with description a , a . Let L be the projective k-line andA 2 2 2 2
take a closed point l with local parameter x. Then for each i s 0, 1, 2
there exists a covering morphism f : X ª L, unramified at l, such thati i
y1 1 Ã .  .f l s L because the X 's are all P 's . Take x g O to be ai i i k i j X , ai i jU  .local uniformizer at a on X such that f x s x . Let T be a union ofi j i i j
X , X , and X such that X and X cross transversely at closed points a0 1 2 0 1 1
 .and a in T where a g X is identified with a g X for j s 1, 2 ; and2 0 j 0 1 j 1
X and X cross transversely at closed points a and a in T where0 2 3 4
.a g X is identified with a g X for j s 3, 4 . We identify X with its0 j 0 2 j 2 i
image in T , and then equate a and a . For i s 1, 2, if a g X then thei j j j i
Ã ww xx  .complete local ring O ( k x , x r x x . We construct T so that itT , a 0 j i j 0 j i jj
 4  .is smooth outside of L s a , a , a , a . Since f L s l g L, the cov-1 2 3 4 i i
y1 .ers f , f , f induce a cover f : T ª L for which f l s L. Moreover,0 1 2
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .  . <letting L s Spec O and T s Spec O , we get f s f : T ª LÃTL, l a T , a j aaj j jj
 .  .is defined by x q y s x. Thus, f : T ª L satisfies conditions a and b0 j i j
of admissibility. In the notation of Lemma 2.2, we have r s 3 and n s01
 .n s 2 and n s 0, so p T s 0 q 4 y 3 q 1 s 2.02 12 A
tStep 2. Construction of G-Galois co¨er of T. Since H g p X y1 A 1
 4.  y1 .a , a with description a , a , there exists a smooth connected11 12 1 1
 .H -Galois cover W ª X such that over each a j s 1, 2 there is a1 1 1 1 j
ramified point v with canonical generator of inertia h , where h s ay11 j j 1 1
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and h s a . For j s 3, 4, do the same for H and X with h s ay1 and2 1 2 2 3 2
h s a .4 2
t  4.Meanwhile, by hypothesis H g p X y a , a , a , a with0 A 0 01 02 03 04
description
a , b ay1 by1 , a , b ay1 by1 . .1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
So, there exists a smooth connected H -Galois cover W ª X such that0 0 0
over each a there is a ramified point v with canonical generator of0 j 0 j
inertia g , where g s a , g s b ay1 by1, g s a , and g s b ay1 by1.j 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 2 4 2 2 2
Let c : IndG W ª X be the induced G-Galois covers, and as above fori H i ii
 . Gany g g G let W denote the component of Ind W corresponding toi g H ii
the coset gH . Let W be a union of IndG W , IndG W , and IndG W suchi H 0 H 1 H 20 1 2
 .  .that for every h g G, W and W cross transversely at a closed point0 h 1 h
h  h  . h  . .  .v in W where v g W is identified with v g W ; W and1 01 0 h 11 1 h 0 h
 . h  h  .W cross transversely at a closed point v where v g W is1 b h 2 02 0 h1
b1 h  . .  .  .identified with v g W ; W and W cross transversely at a12 1 b h 0 h 2 h1
h  h  . h  . .closed point v in W where v g W is identified with v g W ;3 03 0 h 23 2 h
 .  . h and W and W cross transversely at a closed point v in W where0 h 2 b h 42
h  . b2 h  . .v g W is identified with v g W . Also, we construct W so04 0 h 24 2 b h2
 h 4that it is smooth outside of V s v : h g G, j s 1, 2, 3, 4 and then wej
 .identify W with its image in W.i g
 .  .Let W be the connected component of W on W. Since the c 'sg 0 g i
agree on the points of V, they induce a G-Galois cover c : W ª T. Notice
 .  .  .  .that by construction, W ; W and W ; W , where e is thei e e i b ei
identity element of the group G. To show that W is connected it suffices to
 .  .show that for each g g G the component W is contained in W .g e
Recall that g is a word in a , b , a , b , so by induction on the length of1 1 2 2
 .  .that word it suffices to show that each W and W is contained ina bi i
 .  .  .W . Well, W is contained in W , so H is contained in the stabilizere 0 e e 0
 .  .  .of W . Thus, as a is contained in H , W must be contained in W .e i 0 a ei
 .  .  .  .  .For b , we know W ; W and W ; W , so W is contained ini i b b i b e bi i i i
 .  .  .W . Thus c : W ª T satisfies conditions c and d of admissibility.e
We have now defined covers f : T ª L and c : W ª T satisfying all the
conditions of admissibility. Hence by Theorem 5.4, we obtain the desired
 .smooth connected projective k-curve Y of genus p T s 2 such that GA
 .lies in p Y .A
t 1Remark. In Proposition 5.6, the hypothesis that H g p P y0 A
 4.  y1 y1 y1 y1.a , a , a , a with description a , b a b , a , b a b is satisfied1 2 3 4 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
if p is prime to the order of the group H .0
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